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A. LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
11l 
COLLEGE 
OF 
ENGINEERING 
COASTAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
336 WElL HALL 
Mr. Richard M , Eckenrod 
Director 
Tampa Bay National Estuary Program 
III 7th Avenue South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
September 8, 1992 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32611 -2083 
PHONE : (904) 392-1 436 SC: 622-1436 
LABORATORY: (904) 392-1051 SC: 622-1051 
FAX: (904) 392-3466 
Subject: Response to your Request for Information on Tampa Bay model 
Dear Dick : 
It is my pleasure to submit a response to your Request for Information, 
Enclosed please tind one complete package_ 
Janet Chitty is the authorized representative and Dr. Thomas Walsh is authorized to bind 
us, Their addresses are listed in the following : 
Janet Chitty 
Grants Specialist Supervisor 
College of Engineering 
345 Weil Hall 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, FL 32611 
Dr. Thomas Walsh 
Director of Research 
219 Grinter Hall 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, FL 32611 
Please call if you have any questions concerning our response_ I look forward to your 
favorable responses . 
Sinc~i::~./YO , 
-../1{ / L/ . _ - £ ~// ,;r;,V~'~/1 
y~ Pe1er Sheng h,D . 
Professor 
FLORIDA 'S CENTER FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 
EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOY ER 
B. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
v 
Response to TBNEP's REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
B. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
1. Services to be Provided to -&WFWMD /.l?;LJ 1ft tv 
Based on information presented at the February, 1992 Modeling Workshop, the TBNEP 
Modeling Strategy Subcommittee recommended the following approach for development of 
mathematical tools to assess and manage eutrophication of the Bay: 
A. Using existing data, determine statistical associations between the chemical, 
physical, and biological properties of water quality, and the factors affecting those 
properties. Causative factors to be evaluated would include, but not be limited 
to, pollutant loading rates for internal and external sources. 
B. Develop a box model simultaneously with the statistical model. The box model 
would provide the framework for organizing nutrient budgets and be used to 
simulate physical, chemical, and biological processes associated with 
eutrophication. The box model would be designed to allow prediction of water 
quality response to changes in nutrient inputs. 
C. Use an appropriate 3-dimensional circulation model of Tampa Bay (Figure 1) for 
various applications including, but not limited to, estimation of retention and 
flushing rates, exchange rates between major segments of the bay and the shelf, 
and for mapping and predicting dispersion of conservative substances. If 
appropriate the model may also be used to compute transport between cells of a 
box model which will be developed through SWFWMD-SWIM as a separate 
component of the Tampa Bay modeling strategy. 
Figure l. Tampa Bay and Sarasota Bay . 
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D. Work toward a more comprehensive water quality/ecological model, with high 
spatial and temporal resolution, to serve as a more refined research and planning 
tool for the future. 
The primary services being sought by TBNEP under this project include: 
i. Provide, calibrate, and validate a 3-dimensional circulation model of 
Tampa Bay, using existing data collected by NOAA/NOS and other 
federal/state government agencies. However, TBNEP expects that most 
of the model calibration and validation effort will not be supported 
through this project. 
11. Apply the 3-dimensional circulation model to resource management needs 
including: estimation of retention and flushing rates, exchange rates 
between major segments of the bay and the shelf, mapping and predicting 
dispersion of conservative substances, and estimating the effect of 
circulation on transport/budget of sediments/nutrients. 
111. Employ the 3-dimensional circulation model to compute transport between 
cells of a box model which will be developed through SWFWMD-SWIM 
as a separate component of the Tampa Bay modeling strategy. 
IV. Employ the 3-dimensional circulation model to compute the detailed flow 
field required for a comprehensive water quality/ecological model which 
may be developed beyond the tenure of TBNEP. 
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2. A Brief Description of Sheng's 3-Dimensional Circulation Model 
Y. Peter Sheng, the Principal Investigator of the proposed study, has developed and 
applied three-dimensional hydrodynamic models since 1972. These models were developed for 
a variety of water bodies (including estuaries, lakes, and coastal waters) for a variety of 
government agencies (e.g., USEPA, USGS, SBNEP, USAE, SFWMD, and SJRWMD) and 
petroleum companies (Standard Oil and Mobil) to solve a variety of problems. Basically, the 
nature of the problem and the water body determines the purpose of the modeling study and 
hence the features and capabilities of the model. Although Sheng has produced many models, 
his models are known primarily as two major models: EHSM3D, which is a rectangular-grid 
multi-dimensional model, and CH3D, which is a curvilinear-grid multi-dimensional model. Both 
of these models have been supported by EPA and are being used for numerous estuarine and 
lake studies. CH3D is being used by EPA's Chesapeake Bay program to address eutrophication 
problem and control of external nutrient loading. EHSM3D is supported by EPA's Center for 
Exposure Assessment Modeling (CEAM) in Athens, Georgia and used by numerous 
organizations throughout the world. However, it must be pointed that: There is no universal 
model which can be applied to all water bodies to solve problems of all spatial and temporal 
scales. Model features and capabilities depend on the purpose of a modeling study. In the 
following, purposes of Sheng's modeling studies will be presented first, followed by a discussion 
on the features and capabilities of Sheng's models. 
i) Purposes of Model 
To assist the TBNEP to understand the numerous models developed by Sheng, we first 
present Table I which lists the purposes of several modeling studies conducted by Sheng. As 
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Water Body 
Lake Erie 
Lake Erie 
Mississippi Sound 
Charlotte Harbor 
Chukchi Sea 
Indian River Lagoon 
Chesapeake Bay 
James River 
Lake Okeechobee 
Lake Okeechobee/ 
Tampa Bay 
Sarasota/Tampa Bay 
Tampa Bay 
Tampa Bay 
West Florida Shelf 
Lake Apopka 
Table I. Purposes and docwnentation of modeling studies conducted by Sheng. 
Sponsoring Agency 
USEPA 
USAE 
USAEIUS Navy 
USGS 
Standard Oil 
MRC 
USAE 
Virginia 
SFWMD 
USEPA 
SBNEP 
FL Board of Regents 
NOAA/Sea Grant 
Sea Grant/FDNR 
SJRWMD 
Purposes of Modeling Study 
Quantify Transport of Sediments/Nutrients/Contaminants 
Provide Hydrodynamic Information for Box Water Quality Model 
Estimate Environmental Impact on Potable Water Intake 
Quantify Environmental Impact of Proposed Lake Jetport 
Quantify Circulation and Sediment Transport 
in Inlet and Navigation Channel 
Quantify Baroclinic Circulation During Spring High Flow Event 
Simulate Response of Coastal Water to Historical Storms 
Estimate Extreme Currents in 50-Year and l00-Year Storms 
Simulate Long-term Salinity Dynamics 
Quantify Circulation and Salinity Transport Over 1 Month to 1 Year 
Provide Hydrodynamic Information for 3-D Water Quality Model 
Quantify Circulation and Salinity Transport and Front Formation 
Provide Hydrodynamic Information for Oyster Larvae Study 
Quantify Circulation, Wave, and Sediment/Phosphorus Dynamics 
Provide Hydrodynamic Information for Box and 3-D Water Quality 
Model 
Develop General Purpose Fine Sediment Transport Model 
Quantify Circulation and Salinity Tnlnsport 
Estimate Flushing Rates and Impact of Pass Opening on Flushing Rates 
Simulate Oil Spill 
Quantify Sediment Transport and Resuspension of Sediments/Nutrients 
Develop Monitoring Plan for Florida Reefs 
Develop Linkage Between Circulation and Reef Performance 
Docwnentation 
Sheng et al. (1978); 
Sheng and Lick (1979); ~ (1980) 
Sheng (1986) 
Sheng and Lick (1976) 
Sheng and Butler (1982); 
Sheng (1983); Sheng (19848); 
Sheng (1984b); Sheng (1986b) 
Sheng (1987) 
Sheng and O'Donnell (1985) 
Sheng et al. (1991b) 
Sheng (1989a); Sheng et aI. (1989a); 
Sheng (1989b); John'ion et aI. (1989) 
Sheng et al. (1989b) 
Sheng et aI. (l989c); Sheng (1992a); 
Sheng et al. (1991a) 
Sheng et al. (1991a); 
Sheng et al. (1991a) 
Sheng and Peene (1991 and 1992); 
Peene, Sheng, and Houston (1991) 
Sheng (1991) 
Sheng and Chen (1992a) 
Sheng (1992b) 
Quantify Circulation to Improve Design of Discharge from and Intake to Sheng (1992c) 
Marsh Land 
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shown in Table I, it is clear that in almost all the studies, models were developed for very 
practical purposes: to provide hydrodynamic information for sediment transport model and water 
quality model to quantify the water quality dynamics and budget (Lake Erie, Chesapeake Bay, 
Lake Okeechobee, and Mississippi Sound) to estimate the impact of man-made activities 
(dredging, man-made island, opening of closed tidal inlet, etc.) on circulation and water quality 
(Sarasota Bay, Lake Erie, James River, and Indian River Lagoon, etc.), to provide estimation 
of extreme hydrodynamic forces on offshore structure (Chukchi Sea, Grand Bank), and to 
provide circulation information for improving the design/performance of artificial reef (West 
Florida Shelf) and water intake/discharge (Lake Apopka). None of the studies was undertaken 
to simply understand the physical oceanography of a water body. Although physical 
oceanography was a necessary ingredient of all the studies, it was never the only purpose or end 
produc;:t of the studies. Unless there is clear management focus, a pure physical oceanographic 
study of an estuary could be easily turned into a long-term open-ended study which does not 
provide much useful results for management agencies . . 
As shown in Table I, it is also clear that purposes of a modeling study depend on the 
sponsoring agency. USEP A is a regulatory agency of this nation's water quality, hence purposes 
of EPA-funded studies (Lake Erie, Chesapeake Bay, Sarasota Bay) often include the 
quantification of water quality and eutrophication dynamics. All the Water Management 
Districts and National Estuary Programs in Florida are also concerned with the common problem 
of eutrophication due to nutrient loading. These agencies need to develop circulation model to 
quantify circulation, to produce a water quality model to quantify the transport and budget of 
nutrients, and to utilize the models to study the response of a water body to various management 
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options of external loading reduction. Florida waters are generally very shallow. Average depth 
is about 1-2 m for Sarasota Bay and 2-3 m for Tampa Bay, although depths in navigation 
channel can be as deep as 18 m. Thus, Florida estuarine studies are generally concerned with 
the deep and shallow waters of an estuary. Shallow water dynamics are strongly influenced by 
wind and wave induced mixing, while salt intrusion primarily takes place primarily through the 
deep channel. As part of our Sarasota Bay study funded by the Sarasota Bay National Estuary 
Program, we have measured currents and salinity data in shallow as well as deep waters. 
Tampa Bay is being studied by NOAA/NOS with the purpose of producing a realtime 
model for predicting water level and current in the deep navigation channel. The NOAA/NOS 
study has produced high quality currentlsalinityltemperature data in the deep navigation channel, 
which have been used for validating numerical models (e.g., Peene, Sheng , and Houston, 1991; 
Hess and Bosley, 1991). However, NOAA/NOS is not concerned with the eutrophication 
problem and shallow water dynamics. Hence, the NOAA/NOS model of Tampa Bay is not 
necessarily a good model for addressing water quality and eutrophication problem in the entire 
Tampa Bay. This issue will be further discussed when we examine model features and model 
capabilities in the following sections. 
ti) Model Features 
Features of Sheng's models vary, depending on the purposes of modeling. To allow 
accurate simulation of vertical turbulent mixing, Sheng's models contain a robust turbulence 
closure model (Sheng, 1982; Sheng and V illaret , 1989). To allow accurate representation of 
complex shoreline and bathymetric features (e.g. , navigation channel), Sheng's recent models 
(Sheng, 1987; Sheng, 1989a and 1989b) allow the use of boundary-fitted grid in horizontal 
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directions. To allow accurate simulation in shallow water, Sheng developed models for moving 
boundary (Sheng and Liu, 1988) and flow over vegetation (Sheng, 1982; Sheng and Lee, 1991). 
To allow efficient simulation, Sheng's models have been configured to run on a variety of micro-
computers (IBM-386 and IBM-486), work stations (Silicon Graphics, SUN-Sparc, IBM-R6000 
and Digital Equipment), mini-computers (V AX and Prime), and super-computers (eRA Y -YMP). 
A more detailed discussion on model features is given in the following. 
Sheng (1986) provided a comprehensive review of hydrodynamic models. He listed a 
number of model features which should be considered for selecting and comparing models for 
estuaries and lakes. Recently, Sheng (1989a and 1989b) provided a comprehensive review of 
more recent advancements in hydrodynamic modeling, with particular emphasis on curvilinear-
grid model. Based on these two articles, we believe it is appropriate to compare and select 
estuarine/lake circulation models in terms of the following model features: forcing function, 
dimensionality, horizontal spatial scale, vertical spatial scale, temporal scale, vertical turbulence 
parameterization, horizontal turbulence parameterization, surface boundary conditions, bottom 
boundary conditions, lateral boundary condition, numerical method, spatial differencing, 
temporal differencing, time integration, horizontal grid, vertical grid, and host computer. 
Table II lists the definitions of these model features as well as available options for these model 
features based on an up-to-date survey of all existing circulation models. This information is 
provided here to assist the TBNEP Modeling Subcommittee members to better understand the 
significance of these model features for Tampa Bay modeling. 
Models used in Sheng's modeling studies (see Table I) contain many common 
assumptions, e.g., hydrostatic pressure distribution (which is valid when horizontal scale is 
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Model Feature 
• Forcing Function 
• Dimensionality 
• Horizontal Spatial 
Scale 
• Vertical Spatial 
Scale 
• Temporal Scale 
Table II. Definitions and available options of features of circulation models. 
Definition A vailable Options 
Causes of Circulation Wind (W) 
Tide (T) 
Atmospheric Pressure Gradient (APG) 
Density Gradient (DG). 
Number of Spatial Dimensions O-D (Box) 
I-D 
Horizontal Scale of 
Resolved Motion 
Vertical Scale of 
Resolved Motion 
Time Scale of 
Resolved Motion 
2-D Vertically-Averaged 
2-D Laterally-Averaged 
3-D 
M-D (Mixed Dimension) 
Boundary Layer Scale (Fine Scale) 
Meso-Scale 
Basin Scale (Large Scale) 
Boundary Layer Scale 
Water Column 
Semi-Diurnal 
Diurnal 
Event Scale 
Seasonal 
Annual 
• Vertical Turbulence Means to Compute Vertical Constant Eddy Viscosity 
Parameterization Eddy Coefficients 
• Horizontal Turbulence Means to Compute 
• Surface Boundary 
Conditions 
• Bottom Boundary 
Conditions 
Horizontal Eddy Coefficients 
Boundary Conditions at 
the Air-Sea Interface 
Boundary Conditions at 
Water-Sediment Interface 
• Lateral Open Boundary Conditions along 
Boundary Conditions Lateral Open Boundaries 
Simple Eddy Viscosity Model 
Second-Order Closure Model, including: 
Algebraic Stress Closure Model 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) Closure Model 
Reynolds Stress Model. 
Constant 
Grid-Size Dependent 
Free Surface 
Rigid-Lid 
Turbulent Bottom Boundary Layer 
Simple Quadratic Stress Law 
Simple Linear Stress Law 
Manning's Formula 
Vegetation Layer 
Prescribed (Clamped) 
Radiative 
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Model Feature 
• Shoreline Boundary 
Conditions 
• Nwnerical Method 
Definition 
Boundary Conditions along 
the Shoreline 
Basic Nwnerical Algoritluns 
• Spatial Differencing Differencing Scheme for 
Spatial Derivatives 
• Time-Integration Ways to Integrate 
Equation in Time 
• Temporal Differencing Differencing Scheme for 
(External Mode) Time Derivatives 
• Temporal Differencing Differencing Scheme for 
(Internal Mode) Time Derivatives 
• Horizontal Grid 
• Vertical Grid 
• Host Computer 
Nwnerical Grid in 
Horizontal Direction 
Nwnerical Grid in 
Vertical Direction 
Table II. (Cont'd.). 
A vailable Options 
Fixed Shoreline 
Moving Shoreline 
Finite-Difference 
Finite-Element 
Finite-Volwne 
Forward-Differencing 
Central-Differencing 
Combined-Differencing 
Higher-Order 
Mode Splitting 
Straight Integration 
Explicit 
2-Time-Level 
3-Time-Level 
Semi-Implicit 
2-Time-Level 
3-Time Level 
Implicit (ADI or SOR) 
Explicit 
2-Time-Level 
3-Time-Level 
Semi-Implicit 
2-Time-Level 
3-Time Level 
Implicit 
Non-Adaptive Grid 
Rectangular Grid (Uniform, Non-Uniform) 
Orthogonal Curvilinear Grid 
Boundary-Fitted Curvilinear Grid 
Adaptive (Moving) Grid 
Sigma-Stretched Grid (Equal Nwnber of Vertical Grid Points at All Locations) 
Z-Grid (Equal Vertical Grid Spacings at All Locations). 
Supercomputer (Cray) 
Workstations (Sun, SGI, DEC, IBM, HP) 
Minicomputers (Vax, Prime, Data General) 
Microcomputers (IBM-386, IBM-486) 
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comparable to vertical scale of motion) and Boussinesq approximation (which is valid when 
density variation is small), which are also used in most of the estuarine circulation models 
(including our model of Tampa Bay and Galperin's model of Tampa Bay). Models used for lake 
studies contained forcings by wind, density gradient, river inflow, and open boundary forcing 
by seiche oscillation, which is similar to tidal forcing in estuaries. Thus, there is no inherent 
difference between estuarine models and lake models. On the other hand, since the various 
studies shown in Table I were performed for different purposes, the models used for the studies 
necessarily contained different model features. The earlier models mostly used rectangular grid, 
while the more recent modeling studies since 1984 have used curvilinear grid. For estuaries 
with simple geometry, it is sufficient to use rectangular grid model. For estuaries with complex 
shoreline, boundary-fitted grid were used. For estuaries with large tidal flat area, moving 
boundary feature had to be used. Many studies included sediment transport modeling, while 
others also included modeling of transport of nutrients and contaminants. Some studies only 
required one-dimensional model, while most of the studies required three-dimensional models. 
The important model features listed in Table II should be considered when comparing and 
selecting models for any estuarinellake study. Hydrodynamic modeling has advanced 
significantly during the last 20 years. A number of available numerical models are reported in 
a recent book entitled Estuarine and Coastal Modeling published by the American Society of 
Civil Engineers (Spaulding, 1989). A more recent book, Estuarine and Coastal Modeling - II, 
was published last year (Spaulding, 1991). 
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How To Select the Proper Model and Model Features for An Estuary? 
To select a model for an estuary, it is necessary to examine the details of the available 
models in terms of the model features listed in Table II. Although it is possible to develop a 
model that includes the most sophisticated option for all the features listed in Table II, a more 
prudent approach is to determine the necessary model features based on the special water body 
and problems at hand. Existing models of estuarine circulation may differ significantly in terms 
of many of the model features. For shallow estuaries, critical model features includes 
importance are the dimensionality, parameterization of turbulence and horizontal and vertical 
grids. Despite the inadequacy of 2-D vertically-averaged models in representing the vertical 
flow structure in wind-driven flows, many estuarine models are still strictly 2-D. Despite the 
ad-hoc nature of simple eddy viscosity model in simulating turbulent mixing, some 3-D models 
still use it. The 3-D models of Sheng (1987) and Blumberg and Mellor (1987) contain 
comparable and more robust turbulence models which require little parameter tuning. Despite 
the complex shorelines in many estuaries, many models only allow the use of rectangular grid 
(Leendertse, 1989) or orthogonal grid (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) which often lead to poor 
representation of the shoreline. Only the boundary-fitted curvilinear-grid model (e.g., Sheng 
1987 and 1989; Sheng and Peene, 1991; Johnson et al., 1989) allow the use of all three types 
of grid (rectangular, orthogonal and boundary-fitted grids) and can accurately represent the 
shoreline with relatively few grid points. Recently, adaptive grid (grid that moves with the 
dynamics of the flow) has been developed to simulate the movement of estuarine fronts 
(Sheng, 1990). Semi-implicit and implicit finite-difference and finite-volume methods are used 
(e.g., Sheng 1989a and 1989b) to allow efficient computation, while others use partially explicit 
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finite-difference method (e.g., Leendertse, 1989; Blumberg and Mellor, 1987). To allow 
accurate simulation in estuaries with steep topographic gradient, both sigma grid and z-grid may 
have to be used (Sheng et al., 1989a). Most models, however, only use the z-grid 
(Leendertse, 1989) or the sigma-grid (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987), thus may encounter 
difficulty in simulating flow along a shallow reach or in the vicinity of a navigation channel. 
Sheng et al. (l989a) developed a strategy to simulate flow in the vicinity of a steep bathymetric 
gradient with a sigma-grid. The selection of vertical grid is of particular importance for 
Tampa/Sarasota Bay due to the presence of deep navigation channel in generally shallow water. 
The effect of vegetation/seagrass on circulation may have to be properly modeled in areas with 
extensive seagrass. Circulation model capable of simulating flow over vegetation/seagrass area 
(e.g., Sheng and Lee, 1991) is relatively scarce. To take advantage of the availability of 
numerous computers, it is important to use models that can be run on various types of 
computers. For example, the models developed by Sheng and his group can be operated on 
supercomputer (Cray), minicomputers (Vax and Prime), workstations (Silicon Graphics, DEC, 
Sun, IBM, and HP), and personal computers (lBM-386, IBM-486). 
Model Features in Shen~'s Sarasota/Tampa Bay Model 
As an example, we list the model features contained in the Sarasota/Tampa Bay model 
developed by us (Sheng and Peene, 1991; Peene, Sheng, and Houston, 1991; Sheng and 
Yassuda, 1991; Sheng and Chen, 1992b) in Table III. Boundary-fitted grids (Figures 2 and 3) 
were selected to resolve the complex geometry and bathymetric features (e.g., navigation 
channel). NOAA/NOS (or Galperin's) model for Tampa Bay, on the other hand, uses an 
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Figure 2. Boundary-fitted grid for Tampa Bay and Sarasota Bay. 
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Figure 3. Boundary-fitted grid for Tampa Bay. 
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Table III. Features Contained in Sheng's Sarasota/Tampa Bay Model. 
Model Feature Option Used in Sarasota/Tampa Bay Model 
• Forcing Function Wind (W), Tide (T), and Density Gradient (DG). 
• Dimensionality 3-D in Estuary, 2-D in Portions of River. 
• Horizontal Spatial Boundary Layer Scale, Meso-Scale, and Basin Scale. 
Scale 
• Vertical Spatial Boundary Layer Scale and Water Column. 
Scale 
• Temporal Scale Semi-Diurnal, Diurnal, Event Scale, Seasonal. 
• Vertical Turbulence Second-Order Closure Model, including: 
Parameterization Algebraic Stress Closure Model 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) Closure Model. 
• Surface Boundary Free Surface. 
Conditions 
• Bottom Boundary Turbulent Bottom Boundary Layer. 
Conditions 
• Lateral Boundary Fixed Shoreline. 
Conditions 
• Numerical Method Finite-Difference. 
• Spatial Differencing Combined-Differencing and Higher-Order. 
• Time-Integration Mode Splitting. 
• Temporal Differencing Semi-Implicit (2-Time-Level) for External Mode. 
Semi-Implicit for Internal Mode. 
• Horizontal Grid Boundary-Fitted Curvilinear Grid (Sheng and Peene, 1991; 
Peene, Sheng and Houston, 1991; Sheng and Yassuda, 1992) 
Rectangular Grid (Sheng and Chen, 1991). 
• Vertical Grid 
• Host Computer 
Sigma-Stretched Grid (Equal Number of Vertical Grid 
Points at All Locations). 
Baroclinic Tenns Evaluated Along the Constant-Z Plane. 
Supercomputer (Cray) and Workstations (Sun, SGI, DEC). 
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Reason for the Option 
Circulation Influenced by Wind, Tide, 
and Density Gradient. 
Flow is 3-Dimensional. 
Water Quality Affected by Motions of All Scales. 
Water Quality Affected by Motions of All Scales. 
Water Quality Affected by Motions of All Scales. 
Need to Compute Vertical Turbulence Without Ad-Hoc 
Parameter Tuning. 
Need to Resolve Tidal Dynamics. 
Need to Compute Bottom Stress and Current Accurately. 
For Simplicity. Moving Boundary Could be Added Later. 
Ease of Use and Maintenance. 
Reduce Numerical Error and Instability. 
Speed Up Computation. 
Speed Up Computation. 
Speed Up Computation. 
Accurately Represent the Shoreline and Navigation Channel. 
Ease of Use. 
Allow Accurate Resolution in Shallow and Deep Waters. 
Minimize Problem of Sigma-Grid. 
Maximi7.e Computer Resources for Model Application. 
orthogonal grid (Figure 4) which does not resolve the shoreline or navigation channel accurately. 
One problem area in the NOAA grid is the Anna Maria Sound in between Tampa Bay and 
Sarasota Bay where the NOAA/NOS model barely represents the complex shoreline. Another 
problem area in the NOAA grid is the navigation channel in Tampa Bay, which is well resolved 
by our grid, but not sufficiently resolved by the NOAA/NOS grid. Turbulence closure model 
is used to represent the vertical turbulent mixing in our Sarasota/Tampa Bay model. Another 
special feature in our model is the use of sigma-grid which evaluates the baroclinic terms in the 
z-direction. This was a crucial strategy for producing accurate salinity stratification in 
Chesapeake Bay (Sheng et aI., 1989a) and is equally essential for simulating baroclinic 
circulation in Tampa Bay. 
Differences Between Sheng's Tampa Bay Model and NOAA/Galperin's Tampa Bay Model 
In summary, Sheng's model of Sarasota/Tampa Bay differ from NOAA/NOS (or 
Galperin's) model of Tampa Bay in several aspects: 
i) Sheng's model allows the use of boundary-fitted grid to accurately represent the 
shoreline and navigation channels, while Galperin's model must use an orthogonal grid . 
(Figure 4) and cannot accept a boundary-fitted grid. On the other hand, Sheng's model can 
accept the orthogonal grid and rectangular grid (Figure 5) as well. Sheng's model includes a 
grid generation program code which can be used to generate a boundary-fitted grid with ease. 
Sheng's model can also use an orthogonal grid generation program such as the one developed 
by NOAA/NOS or numerous other similar programs. Due to our extensive modeling 
experience, all aspects of Tampa Bay modeling can be performed here at the University of 
Florida without any outside consultant help. 
17 
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ii) Sheng's model has been extensively tested for shallow estuaries where, in addition to 
the influence of density stratification and tide, wind and wave can cause significant mixing and 
bottom stress. Sheng's model has been applied to Sarasota/Tampa Bay, Indian River Lagoon, 
Charlotte Harbor, Choctawhatchee Bay, Lake Okeechobee, and Lake Apopka in Florida. Sheng 
has also been studying the resuspension of sediments and nutrients due to current and wave 
actions in Tampa Bay. He found that resuspension of sediments and nutrients are primarily due 
to waves rather than tidal currents. To simulate transport of sediments and nutrients in shallow 
estuaries, he has developed wave model and sediment transport model which have been coupled 
to the circulation model and a nutrient model. A wave model and a sediment transport model 
(Sheng et a/., 1991a) for Tampa Bay currently exist, as a result of the Sea Grant funded study 
on Tampa Bay (Sheng et a/., 1992). 
iii) Sheng's model contains strategic features to deals with problems which may arise 
from the sigma-grid. In Chesapeake Bay modeling effort, Sheng discovered that the steep 
bottom slope in Chesapeake Bay may cause salinity to be transferred from deep to shallow water 
when sigma grid is used, unless several strategic measures are taken (Sheng et a/., 1989a): (a) 
Use uniform vertical grid spacing; (b) Avoid the use of higher-order advective scheme across 
a steep bottom slope; and (c) Evaluate the baroclinic terms directly in their original forms , i.e. , 
along the constant-z plane, instead of the transformed forms along the constan-sigma plane. 
Sheng et a/. (1989a) demonstrated that these measures were effective in faithfully reproducing 
the measured salinity data. NOAA's model uses the sigma grid, but may lack strategies to deal 
with potential numerical problems associated with the sigma grid . 
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Similarities Between Sheng's Tampa Bay Model and NOAA/Galperin's Tampa Bay Model 
Several features in Sheng's models are similar to those in the NOAA/Galperin model 
(which is basically identical with the Blumberg and Mellor 1987 model): mode splitting (Sheng 
et aI., 1978), turbulence model, and sigma grid. The turbulence model contained in Blumberg 
and Mellor's 3-D model came from Mellor and Yamada's turbulence closure model (Mellor and 
Yamada, 1982) and is basically similar to and no better than the turbulence model contained in 
Sheng's models, which came from a turbulence modeling group (A.R.A.P) at Princeton, N.J. 
(Sheng, 1982; Lewellen, 1977; and Donaldson, 1973). Although NOAA has often regarded 
Mellor's model (the so-called "Princeton model") as the best circulation model, there exists no 
evidence to support NOAA's claim. A comparative study using their model vs. our model has 
never been done. The closest comparison study involving their model and our model can be 
found in two recent papers (Hess and Bosley, 1991; Peene, Sheng, and Houston, 1991) in 
Estuarine and Coastal Modeling II (Spaulding, 1991) published by American Society of Civil 
Engineers. It is clear that the two models perform equally well, based on comparison with 
Tampa Bay data. 
The curvilinear-grid version of Sheng's three-dimensional model (Sheng, 1989a and 
1989b) was selected by the Model Evaluation Committee (Headed by Professor Donald 
Harleman of M.I.T.) of the EPA Chesapeake Bay Program for application to the Chesapeake 
Bay. 
iii) Model Capabilities 
Sheng's models have been found to be able to reproduce realistic wind-driven circulation 
(e.g., Lake Erie, Lake Okeechobee, and Tampa Bay), tidal circulation (e.g., Mississippi Sound, 
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Indian River, Sarasota Bay, Tampa Bay) and baroclinic circulation (e.g., Chesapeake Bay, James 
River, Lake Okeechobee, Tampa Bay) in various estuaries and lakes. In general, Sheng's 
models are capable of providing accurate realtime simulation of water level, currents and 
salinity/temperature structure in deep and shallow estuaries and lakes over long time periods 
(1 month to 3 years). Evidence of the model capabilities can be found in the numerous 
publications listed in Table I and the References. 
Sheng's circulation models can be and have been coupled to sediment transport model 
and water quality model to study sediment/nutrient transport and eutrophication problems in 
estuaries including Tampa Bay. His model was coupled to a 3-D particle trajectory model to 
simulate the movement of oil spill in Tampa Bay (Sheng and Chen, 1992b). 
As mentioned earlier, Sheng's models can now be used to deal with such difficult 
problems as moving shoreline, vegetation/seagrass, and moving front. Such features could be 
prove to be useful in addressing circulation in certain parts of Tampa Bay. 
Sheng's models contain a robust turbulence model which can simulate the vertical 
turbulent mixing without resorting to ad-hoc parameter tuning. The turbulence model has been 
shown to be capable of simulating the vertical turbulence structure and mean flow structure in 
a bottom boundary layer under combined current-wave forcing or pure wave forcing 
(Sheng, 1984a; Sheng and Villaret, 1989). The same turbulence model was also capable of 
faithfully simulating the surface mixed layer in the ocean (Sheng, 1986) and even during a 
hurricane (Sheng and Chiu, 1986). 
Sheng's models are quite efficient. Typical model simulations now lasts one to three 
months. The Chesapeake Bay model has actually been used for 3-year simulation. For 
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operation on a work station, a one-month simulation can usually be performed with a few CPU 
hours. 
3. How Have the Skills of Sheng's Models Been Tested? 
In general, Sheng's model can provide accurate realtime simulation of water level, 
currents and salinity/temperature structure in deep and shallow estuaries and lakes over long time 
periods. The skill tests of Sheng's models will be discussed in terms of tidal circulation, non-
tidal circulation, and Tampa Bay circulation. 
Tidal Circulation 
Sheng's models have been tested extensively with tidal circulation data from a number 
of estuaries. Excellent agreement between data and model results (both in terms of water level 
and currents) were obtained for Mississippi Sound (Sheng and Butler, 1982), James River (Sheng 
et aI., 1989b), Indian River Lagoon (Sheng et aI., 1991b), and Sarasota Bay (Sheng and 
Peene, 1991). As an example, simulated and measured water level and currents at several 
stations in Sarasota/Tampa Bay are compared in Tables IV and V, while the stations are shown 
in Figures 6, 7, and 8. Simulated currents at 2 shallow stations (UF-02 and UF-04) in Sarasota 
Bay as shown in Figure 9 compare well with data. 
Non-Tidal Circulation 
Sheng's models have been found to produce good simulation of non-tidal circulation, 
including wind-driven circulation and baroclinic circulation. Figure 8 in Peene, Sheng, and 
Houston (1991) showed that Sheng's model can accurately simulate the storm-induced surface 
fluctuation in shallow estuary. Sheng et al. (1989a) and Johnson et al. (1989) demonstrated that 
the model can faithfully simulate the wind-induced mixing of salinity structure in Chesapeake 
23 
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Figure 6. The Data Stations Locations for Sarasota Bay and Tampa Bay. 
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Figure 7. Locations of University of Florida Data Stations. 
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Figure 8. Location of NOS observational stations used for this study. "E" denotes a water level 
station, "c" a current meter station , and "M" a meteorological station. 
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Station No. Sampl. Range (cm) Dmu (cm) D' Gw Erma (cm) Lrma (hr) 
Anna Maria 481 57.2 3.40 0.06 0.91 2.03 0.43 
Cortez 481 55.0 2.58 0.05 1.01 3. 10 0.43 
Egmont 481 52.6 2.74 0.05 0.97 2.00 0.48 
S .B.E. 481 52.7 5.40 0.10 1.04 5.03 0.52 
S.B.W. 481 54.0 5.68 0 . 11 1.00 5.63 0 .57 
Roberts Bay 481 47.4 6.68 0.14 1.17 5. 12 0.72 
Big Pass 481 56.0 3.41 0.06 1.02 3.31 0.55 
Dmu: non-normalized Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) error of time series of data 
D': normalized RMS error 
Gw : ratio of modelled vs. measured peaks/troughs 
Emu: RMS error of peaks/troughs 
Lrma : RMS error of the times of peaksltroughs 
Table V. Statistical Comparisons of Modelled vs. Measured Velocity Components. 
Station Component No. Sampl. Range (cm/s) Dnno (cm/s) D' Gw Emu (cm/s) Lrma (hr) 
C-D2 U 481 135.7 23.98 0. 18 1.07 13.57 1.06 
V 0.12 0.95 12.46 0 .94 
C-D4 U 481 83.0 10.35 0 .18 0.58 16.13 0.94 
V 0. 15 0.78 9.56 0.77 
C-20 U 481 67 . 1 12.23 0.17 0.77 20.10 0.78 
V 1.24 3.46 10.85 1.51 
C-23 U 481 85 .0 12.83 0.18 0 .56 23 .33 1.00 
V 0.23 0.65 8.35 1.16 
C-03 U 481 100.8 17 .51 0 . 19 0.56 26.87 0.75 
Y 0. 15 0 .85 7.02 0.78 
'")0 
Bay during the passage of a mild storm in September 1983. Both salinity and temperature were 
included in the model simulations. Sheng's model simulated the mixed layer dynamics during 
hurricane Josephine (Sheng and Chiu, 1986). Sheng's models also simulated the long-term 
residual flow in James River (Sheng et al., 1989b). The James River model (Sheng 
et aI., 1989b), which is the major component of a Ph.D. dissertation (Choi, 1992), successfully 
simulated the formation, movement, and destruction of an estuarine front. 
During our recent field study, we found that currents in the Anna Maria Sound area 
showed a steady residual flow from Tampa Bay into Sarasota Bay (Figure 10). Based on a dye 
study and careful analysis of data (wind, tide, salinity, and currents), we believe the residual 
flow is the result of tidal pumping and trapping (Fischer et al., 1979) and the influence of 
Manatee River inflow. In order to simulate this residual flow, it is absolutely necessary to use 
a combined Tampa/Sarasota Bay grid similar to the one shown in Figure 2. 
Tampa Bay Circulation 
We have performed the following simulations of Tampa Bay circulation: (1) tidal and 
wind-driven circulation during the passage of tropical storm Marco in 1990, (2) tidal and wind-
driven circulation during a 2-month period starting late June 1991, and (3) tidal, wind-driven 
and baroclinic circulation during the same 2-month period in 1991. The first simulation has 
been completed and published in a recent paper (Peene, Sheng, and Houston, 1991), which is 
attached in the Appendix. The second simulation has been presented in part by Sheng and 
Peene, (1992) in the recently published Framework for Action for Sarasota Bay (Sarasota Bay 
National Estuary Program, 1992). The completion of the third simulation has been delayed 
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Maria Sound) during a 4-day period in July 1991. Solid line: Current Data. Dashed line: Salinity 
Data. 
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slightly due to a recently discovered major error in the NOS salinity data. NOS has just sent 
us the corrected data a few days ago. 
Results presented in Peene, Sheng, and Houston (1991) and Sheng and Peene (1992) 
showed that Sheng's model can reproduce the water level and currents in Tampa Bay quite 
accurately (10% error for water level and 20% error for currents) with a relatively coarse grid 
in Tampa Bay (Figure 2) . When the grid resolution is improved to accurately represent the 
navigation channel (Figure 3), model accuracy improved further to 5-10 % for water level and 
10-15 % for currents (Figure 11). Simulated and measured currents at C-4 during Julian day 
255-285 in 1991 are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . In general, currents in Tampa Bay can be 
simulated quite accurately without including salinity. However, due to some stratification in the 
navigation channel, simulated bottom currents may be somewhat less accurate if salinity and 
temperature are not included. 
For salinity simulation, our model also appears to do a good job based on simulation of 
idealized baroclinic circulation (similar to those presented in Galperin et al., 1991) and month-
long simulation of realtime baroclinic circulation measured by NOAA/NOS. As an example, 
the simulated and measured salinity at Station C-4 in Tampa Bay during Julian day 261 to 291, 
1990 are shown in Figure 14. The simulated and measured currents during the same month at 
Station C-23 are shown in Figures 15 and 16. Simulated water level at a station near the month 
of Manatee River during the one month period is shown in Figure 17. Residual salinity field 
near the bottom and near the surface are shown in Figures 18(a) and (b), while residual 
horizontal currents are shown in Figures 19(a) and (b). More detailed comparison between 
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Figure 17. Measured and Simulated Water Level at a Station near Manatee River in 1990. 
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Figure 18. Residual Salinity field in Tampa Bay during Julian Day 261 to 291, 1990: 
(a) near-surface salinity field, and (b) near-bottom salinity field. 
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Figure 19. Residual Horizontal Velocity field in Tampa Bay during Julian Day 261 to 291, 1990: 
(a) near-surface horizontal velocity field, and (b) near-bottom horizontal velocity field . 
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simulated and measured salinity data have unfortunately been delayed due to a recently 
discovered major error in NOS data. NOS has just corrected the data and send them to us a few 
days ago. 
Simulation of Tampa/Sarasota Bay circulation has been typically performed for time 
periods up to 2 months. Results of our model simulation clearly show that our model is 
comparable to the NOAA/Galperin model in reproducing the water level and currents. Since 
we have not seen any realtime salinity simulation by the NOAA/Galperin model, it is not 
possible to compare the two models in terms of salinity simulations. 
4. Additional Model Validation for Application to Tampa Bay 
We believe the following work is needed to complete model validation before applying 
the model to Tampa Bay: 
(a) Completion of the 2-month simulation of realtime baroclinic circulation in 1990, using 
the corrected NOAA/NOS data. The simple pictures of idealized baroclinic circulation found 
in Galperin et al. (1991) do not constitute model validation. The model validation must 
demonstrate the model's ability to reproduce salinity/temperature structure and water level and 
currents at all data locations. In particular, it is important to examine the simulated salinity and 
temperature to ensure that the sigma grid does not create artificial transport of 
salinity/temperature from deep to shallow waters. We have demonstrated our model's ability 
to simulate salinityltemperature structure in Chesapeake Bay. We need to do it for Tampa Bay 
also. It is also necessary to examine the model's ability to accurately represent the shelf-estuary 
exchange. Model domain used by the NOAA/Galperin model appears to be too close to the 
estuary i allow accurate estimation of shelf-estuary exchange. Moreover, along the open 
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boundary of the NOAA/Galperin grid, there is very significant change in depth from 30 m in 
the channel to less than 10 m in the shallow adjacent water. Whenever possible, open boundary 
condition should be placed in areas of more or less uniform depths. The large tidal shoal outside 
Egmont Key actually slows the tidal propagation by almost half an hour compared to the tide 
outside Longboat Key. This must be simulated by the model. 
(b) Simulation of complex residual circulation patterns in Tampa Bay. Based on our 
detailed examination of realtime data obtained by NOAA/NOS and us, we believe the circulation 
patterns in many parts of Tampa Bay, e.g., near the ocean entrance and the Anna Maria Sound, 
are quite complex and requires careful validation . For example, to the north of Egmont Key, 
flow enters into Tampa Bay primarily through the deep navigation channel immediately to the 
north of Egmont Key, while residual flow in the shallow water further north shows outflow most 
of the time. Another residual gyre is found to the south of Egmont Key, with outflow 
immediately to the south of Egmont Key while inflow in the deeper water adjacent to the 
southern shore (Anna Maria Island). Another important flow feature which must be simulated 
is the residual flow in Anna Maria Sound area. These residual flow patterns have significant 
influence on the nutrient transport and budget in Tampa/Sarasota Bay and must be accurately 
represented by the model. 
(c) Simulation of circulation in rivers and shallow waters. The primary purpose to 
produce a model for Tampa Bay is to develop a methodology to control external loading of 
nutrients from rivers. Thus, it is essential to ensure that the model can accurately simulate the 
flow and salinity/temperature structure in major rivers (Manatee, Little Manatee, Alafia, etc.). 
Moreover, NOAA/NOS data are primarily from the deep navigation channel with little data from 
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shallow waters. It is suggested that some limited amount of shallow water data be collected for 
validating model's performance in shallow waters of Tampa Bay. We will be conducting some 
flow measurement in shallow waters of Hillsborough Bay this year and next year. It is possible 
to slightly expand the scope of our field experiment to provide some shallow water data for 
model validation. 
It is our belief that the above tasks can be completed within one year. 
S. Model Application to Address Retention/Flushing Rates, Exchange Rates, and Dispersion 
of Conservative Substances. 
Sheng's models have been used to compute the retention/flushing rates of conservative 
substances in various segments of the Sarasota/Little Sarasota Bay system (Sheng and 
Peene, 1992). For your information, the article (Sheng and Peene, 1992) is included in the 
Appendices. 
As can be seen in the article, the entire Sarasota/Little Sarasota Bay is divided into 8 
segments. Flushing rates in each segment are computed over a lO-day period in 1990 by 
releasing a conservative substance at the beginning of the lO-day simulation and keeping track 
of the total amount of substance remaining in the segment as time progresses. The results allow 
us to identify areas of poor flushing, including the Pruma Sola Bay and the area behind the 
Midnight Pass, and poor water quality (e.g., low DO concentration). The model was then used 
to compute flushing rates in the Bay with the Midnight Pass opened and results showed that 
flushing rates behind the Pass would increase, but a null zone would be formed to the north of 
Roberts Bay where the flushing rate is actually decreased. 
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Such model simulation has also been conducted to examine the exchange rate between 
the shelf and the Sarasota/Little Sarasota Bay. We found it necessary to expand the grid shown 
in Figure 2 in the offshore direction to allow accurate simulation of shelf-estuary exchange. 
Sheng's circulation models always include a model of conservative substance. We are 
using the conservative substance model to simulate the dye movement in Anna Maria Sound area 
measured during a field experiment in late June, 1992. Similar model simulation was conducted 
to examine the impact of discharged dissolved solids on water quality in Lake Erie 
(Sheng, 1986). 
In addition to the model for conservative substance, we have also developed a three-
dimensional Lagrangian particle trajectory model which can be used to provide more accurate 
simulation of dispersion of conservative substances and Lagrangian residual circulation. 
In a recent study funded by Sea Grant and DNR, we developed a circulation model for 
the entire West Florida Shelf. Such model could be coupled to the Tampa Bay model for a 
comprehensive study of shelf-estuary interaction. 
6. Linkage of Circulation Model with Water Quality Box Model 
A box-type water quality model of Tampa Bay will be developed with SWFWMD 
funding. It is important that the Tampa Bay circulation model can be properly linked to the box-
type water quality model. 
Circulation models usually use rather fine grid spacing (e.g., 1 km) and time step (e.g., 
15 minutes) for numerical simulations. Box-type water quality model (e.g, the EPA-supported 
WASP model), on the other hand, use coarser grid (e.g., 5-10 km) and time step (e.g., 3 hrs 
to 12 hrs). Thus, linkage of a circulation model and a box-type water quality model requires 
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performing proper temporal and spatial averaging of the results of circulation model such that 
important information of the hydrodynamics (including Lagrangian residual circulation, density 
structure, and turbulent eddy coefficients) is retained in the box-type water quality model. 
During the 1970's, water quality modelers (e.g., the Manhattan College group) did not know 
how to carry out the proper time and spatial averaging and used very coarse grid for water 
quality model (a few boxes were used for the entire Lake Erie while the circulation model used 
several cells, daily time step was used for the water quality model while 15 minutes was used 
for the circulation model). Thus, after averaging, most of the hydrodynamic information were 
lost and the "advection" and "diffusion" terms in the water quality model had to be treated as 
nothing but tuning parameters (i.e., adjustable coefficients). 
Chesapeake Bay study also addressed this linkage problem. This time people got wiser 
and decided that to properly link the two models, the spatial and temporal grids of the circulation 
and water quality models cannot differ by too much. The water quality model used a 3-hour 
time step and a spatial gird of 12-16 km, while the circulation model used a time step of 15 min 
and a spatial grid of 3-4 km. The results were found to compare well with those obtained by 
using identical grid and time step for the two types of models. 
We are addressing the same linkage problem for Lake Okeechobee (Sheng et af., 1991a) 
and Indian River Lagoon (Sheng, 1992b). We are also working with modelers at EPA's Center 
for Exposure Assessment Modeling in Athens, GA to address all issues of this linkage problem . 
In summary, our 3-D circulation model has been successfully coupled to a water quality 
model for Lake Okeechobee (by us) and Chesapeake Bay (by US Army). We are prepared to 
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couple our 3-D circulation model for Tampa Bay with any water quality model selected by the 
TBNEP. 
7. Documentation on Model Development and Application 
We attach a few articles here for your information: 
1) Sheng, Y.P. and W. Lick, 1978: "Numerical Computation of Three-Dimensional Circulation 
in Lake Erie: A Comparison of a Free-Surface Model and a Rigid-Lid Model, " Journal 
of Physical Oceanography, 8, pp. 713-727. 
(This article shows that Sheng's extensive modeling experience goes back to the 
1970's). 
2) Sheng, Y.P., 1986: "Finite-Difference Models for Hydrodynamics of Lakes and Shallow 
Seas," Physics-Based Modeling of Lakes, Reservoirs, and Impoundments, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, pp. 1496-1508. 
(This article is a comprehensive review on circulation models for estuaries/lakes). 
3) Sheng, Y .P., 1987: "On Modeling Three-Dimensional Estuarine and Marine 
Hydrodynamics," Three-Dimensional Models of Marine and Estuarine Dynamics (J.C.I. 
Nihoul and B.M. Jamart, &is.), Elsevier Oceanography Series, Elsevier, pp. 35-54. 
(This article shows results of 3-D model using rectangular grid and curvilinear grid). 
4) Sheng, Y.P., S.J. Peene, and Y.M. Liu, 1991b: "Numerical Modeling of Hydrodynamics 
and Salinity Transport in the Indian River Lagoon," Florida Scientist, 53:3, pp. 147-168. 
(This article shows that Sheng can use simple model to answer questions on estuarine 
transport) • 
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5) Sheng, Y.P., 1989a: "Evolution of a Three-Dimensional Curvilinear-Grid Hydrodynamic 
Model for Estuaries, Lakes and Coastal Waters: CH3D," Estuarine and Coastal 
Modeling (M.L. Spaulding, Ed.), ASCE, pp. 40-49. 
(This article shows the evolution of the curvilinear-grid model: CH3D). 
6) Sheng, Y.P., H.K. Lee and K.H. Wang, 1989a: "On Numerical Strategies of Estuarine and 
Coastal Modeling," Estuarine and Coastal Modeling (M.L. Spaulding, Ed.), ASCE, 
pp. 291--301. 
(This article shows how the sigma-grid problem was addressed and resolved to 
produce accurate salinity simulation in Chesapeake Bay). 
7) Johnson, B.H., K.W. Kim, Y.P. Sheng, and R.E. Heath, 1989: "Development of a Three-
Dimensional Hydrodynamic Model of Chesapeake Bay," Estuarine and Coastal 
Modeling, (M.L. Spaulding, Ed.), ASCE, pp. 162-171. 
(This article shows the results of a slightly different version of CH3D for 
Chesapeake Bay application). 
8) Sheng, Y.P., J.-K. Choi and A.Y. Kuo, 1989b: "Three Dimensional Numerical Modeling 
of Tidal Circulation and Salinity Transport in James River Estuary," Estuarine and 
Coastal Modeling (M.L. Spaulding, Ed.), ASCE, pp. 209--218. 
(This article shows the 3-D model's ability to simulate instantaneous and residual 
estuarine circulation). 
9) Sheng, Y.P., V. Cook, S. Peene, D. Eliason, S. Schofield, K.-M. Ahn, and P.F. Wang, 
1989c: "A Field and Modeling Study of Fine Sediment Transport in Shallow Waters ," 
Estuarine and Coastal Modeling (M.L. Spaulding, Ed.), ASCE, pp. 113--122. 
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(This article shows Sheng's sediment transport model and application). 
10) Sheng, Y.P. and S.J. Peene, 1991: "A Modeling and Field Study of Circulation and 
Transport in Sarasota Bay, a National Estuary," in Proceeding of 1991 NEP Science 
Symposium. 
(This article shows the performance of Sheng's model for Sarasota Bay). 
11) Peene, S.J., Y.P. Sheng, and S.H. Houston, 1991: "Modeling Tidal and Wind-Driven 
Circulation in Sarasota and Tampa Bay," Estuarine and Coastal Modeling, ASCE, 
pp.I12-113. 
(This article shows the skill test of Sheng's model using NOAA/NOS data from 
Tampa Bay). 
12) Sheng, Y.P. and S.J. Peene, 1992: "Circulation and Its Effect on Water Quality in 
Sarasota Bay," in Framework for Action, Sarasota Bay, Sarasota Bay National Estuary 
Program. 
(This article shows results of Sheng's model in simulating 1990 field experiment 
and how Sheng's model was used for flushing computation). 
13) Sheng, Y.P., D.E. Eliason, R.E. Dickinson, and J.-K. Choi, 1991: "A Three-Month 
Simulation of Wind-Driven Circulation, Sediment Transport, and Phosphorus Transport 
in Lake Okeechobee"UFLICOEL Report No. 91-023, University of Florida. 
14) Sheng, Y.P., D.E. Eliason, and X.-J. Chen, 1992: "Modeling Three-Dimensional 
Circulation and Sediment Transport in Lakes and Estuaries," Estuarine and Coastal 
Modeling, (M.L. Spaulding, Ed.), ASCE, pp. 105-115. 
8. Computing Facilities for Exercising and Presenting Model Results 
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Sheng's group currently has available the following computing facilities for exercising 
model and presenting model results: 
(a) SGI (Silicon Graphics Inc.) Crimson workstation. This workstation (the newest 
product from Silicon Graphics) includes a fast R-4000 chip (85 megaflops) for computing power 
and ultra-sophisticated Elan graphics for presenting model results. A one-month simulation 
using the Tampa Bay grid takes several CPU hours only. The results can be presented in NCAR 
graphics program, 3-D color graphics programs (PLOT3D and PVW AVE), and in colored 
animation using GASP or PVW AVE. We have been presenting model results with animation 
on Silicon Graphics workstations (both here and at meetings) for three years now. The SGI 
workstation may soon be upgraded to a 4-processor system. A more portable unit, INDIGO, 
may also be acquired to facilitate interaction with sponsor . 
.. (b) SUN-SPARC workstation. This newly acquired workstation SUN workstation is fully 
compatible with the SUN workstations at all the Water Management Districts. It runs very fast 
(only slightly slower than the SGI-Crimson) and also has good graphics using PLOT3D and 
PVW AVE. This workstation will enable us to prepare developed programs for Districts' use 
and to import data from Districts with ease. 
(c) DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) workstations. We have 2 DEC-3100 and 1 
DEC-5000 workstations. These workstations are comparable to SUN-SPARC workstations in 
CPU speed and are very user-friendly. We use these workstations for code development, 
simulation, and data analysis. 
(d) IBM-R6000 workstation. We use this workstation for computing. 
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(e) VAX-8352. This is a mini-computer which we use for data storage, graphics and for 
linkage with all other computers on campus and outside campus. 
(t) MicroVax-II. We use this the same way we use VAX-8352. 
(g) FSU-CRA Y/YMP . We get about 20-30 hours free CPU time from FSU 
Supercomputing Center for performing long-term model simulations and vectorized code 
development. 
(h) Pittsburgh-CRA Y/YMP. We get about 100 CPU hours every year from Pittsburgh 
Supercomputing Center for performing long-term model simulations and vectorized/parallel code 
development. 
All computers on the campus of University of Florida are linked together via a local 
network and all computers are linked to outside computers through an outside network. We can 
access the outside computers (FSU-CRA Y and Pittsburgh-CRA Y) through very high speed 
network as if they were on campus. 
9. Quality Assurance Procedures 
Dr. Sheng has a large modeling group consisting of 8-9 graduate students and 2 
professional-level computer experts. Dr. Sheng follows the following procedures to ensure the 
integrity of his models: 
(a) Intensive training on the use of models. Dr. Sheng trains all his students on the use 
of his models throughout the first year of their graduate study. He examines his students on 
their understanding of the numerical models. 
(b) A unique system for maintaining the models. Dr. Sheng has developed a unique 
system for maintaining his models . Anyone who makes any changes to any program is required 
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to go through careful derivation/testing procedure with his approval first. The revised model 
is then tested by a number of other graduate assistants in his group to ensure that no mistakes 
are present. These tests and changes are then carefully documented in a log inside the computer 
room and another one in Dr. Sheng's office. The person responsible for the revision put his/her 
name on the document and remains responsible subsequently. 
(c) Frequent group meetings and individual meetings. Dr. Sheng meets with his entire 
group once every week or more if necessary. Problems or revisions of models are discussed 
in detail among the group during the meeting. Ideas for improving the accuracy and speed of 
models are always encouraged and solicited. An idea deemed worth-pursuing is assigned to a 
2-person team to check it out first and reported to the group later. For example, we are now 
working on further vectorizing the code and even doing parallel processing of the code. 
(d) Continual model testing. Any model has to be tested with a number of standard test 
problems, e.g., analytical solutions and laboratory and field data. Whenever changes have been 
made to the model, Dr. Sheng insists that the model be tested with the same test problems to 
ensure that changes introduced to the code has not caused any deterioration of the model's 
performance. 
(e) Benchmarking on various computers. Dr. Sheng tests his model on almost all the 
workstations and mini-computers (and micro-computers too) in his group prior to sending his 
codes out to any sponsor. The code is usually tested with several different FORTRAN 
compilers to eliminate all potential errors/problems. 
(t) Personal attention. Dr. Sheng works on the 3-D circulation model personally. 
10. Training, Documentation, and Assistance to TBNEP. 
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Dr. Sheng is highly experienced with providing training, documentation, and other 
necessary assistance to model users. He has trained numerous users on the use of his models 
(EHSM3D and CH3D). His EHSM3D model is well documented (Sheng et aI., 1992), as is the 
CH3D model (Sheng , 1986) . More detailed model documentation is being prepared for the 
Sarasota Bay model and the Lake Okeechobee model. 
Dr. Sheng is willing to provide all necessary training, document, and other related 
software to the TBNEP in the future. 
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C. RESPONDENT QUALIFICATIONS 
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c. RESPONDENT QUALIFICATION 
1. Where and Who? 
The work required to produce and apply a Tampa Bay circulation model will be 
performed by the Coastal & Oceanographic Engineering Department, University of Florida, 
Gainesville, Florida. Dr. Sheng will be the Principal Investigator of the study. We are located 
within 2-3 hours of driving from Tampa Bay and can respond to the needs of the TBNEP 
quickly. Currently, we are conducting field studies in Tampa Bay and Sarasota Bay. 
The Coastal & Oceanographic Engineering Department has ten faculty experienced with 
the study of coastal and estuarine processes by means of numerical modeling and field and 
laboratory experiments. Dr. Sheng will be supported by eight Ph.D. level graduate students in 
his group and two professional engineers who are experienced with numerical modeling and 
computer systems. He will also be supported by ten highly qualified field engineers at the 
Coastal & Oceanographic Engineering Laboratory, should field work is needed to support the 
project. 
2. Experience of the University/Project Staff in Similar Projects 
Please see the following table (Table VI). 
3. Contacts of Past Projects 
i) Sarasota Bay Project : 
Circulation and Salinity Transport in Sarasota Bay (2/1190-6/30/93) 
Contact: Mark Alderson or David Tomasko 
Sarasota Bay National Estuary Program 
1550 Ken Thompson Parkway 
Sarasota, FL 34236 
Tel: 813-361-6133 (SUNCOM 549-6133) 
Fax: 813-361-6135 (SUNCOM 549-6135) 
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Table VI. Purposes and docwnentation of modeling studies conducted by Sheng. 
Water Body Sponsoring Agency Purposes of Modeling Study 
Lake Erie USEPA Quantify Transport of Sediments/Nutrients/Contaminants 
Docwnentation 
Sheng el al. (1978); 
Sheng and Lick (1979); Sheng (1980) 
Sheng (1986) 
Lake Erie USAE 
Provide Hydrodynamic Infonnation for Box Water Quality Model 
Estimate Environmental Impact on Potable Water Intake 
Quantify Environmental Impact of Proposed Lake Jetport 
Quantify Circulation and Sediment Transport 
Sheng and Lick (1976) 
Sheng and Butler (1982); 
Sheng (1983); Sheng (1984a); 
Sheng (1984b); Sheng (1986b) 
Sheng (1987) 
Mississippi Sound USAEIUS Navy 
Charlotte Harbor USGS 
Chukchi Sea 
Indian River Lagoon 
Chesapeake Bay USAE 
James River 
Lake Okeechobee SFWMD 
Lake Okeechobee/ 
Tampa Bay 
Sarasota/Tampa Bay 
1992); 
Tampa Bay 
Tampa Bay 
West Florida Shelf 
Lake Apopka 
Standard Oil 
in Inlet and Navigation Channel 
Quantify Baroclinic Circulation During Spring High Flow Event 
Simulate Response of Coastal Water to Historical Stonns 
Estimate Extreme Currents in 50-Year and IOO-Year Stonns 
~ and 0'fume.Il (1985) 
MRC Simulate Long-tenn Salinity Dynamics Sheng el al. (199Ib) 
Quantify Circulation and Salinity Transport Over 1 Month to 1 Year Sheng (l989a); Sheng el aI. (1989-d); 
Provide Hydrodynamic Infonnation for 3-D Water Quality Model Sheng (l989b); Jolmsonelal. (1989) 
Virginia Quantify Circulation and Salinity Transport and Front Fonnation Sheng et al. (1989b) 
Provide Hydrodynamic Infonnation for Oyster Larvae Study 
Quantify Circulation, Wave, and Sediment/Phosphorus Dynamics Sheng et al. (1989c); Sheng (1992a); 
USEPA 
SBNEP 
Provide Hydrodynamic Infonnation for Box and 3-D Water Quality Sheng el al. (199Ia) 
Model 
Develop General Purpose Fine Sediment Transport Model 
Quantify Circulation and Salinity Transport 
Estimate Flushing Rates and Impact of Pass Opening on Flushing Rates 
Sheng el al. (1991a); 
Sheng el al. (1991a) 
Sheng and Peme (1991 and 
Peene, Sheng, and Houston (1991) 
FL Board of Regents Simulate Oil Spill Sheng (1991) 
NOAA/Sea Grant Quantify Sediment Transport and Resuspension of SedimentslNutrients 
Sea Grant/FDNR Develop Monitoring Plan for Florida Reefs 
Develop Linkage Between Circulation and Reef Perfonnance 
Sheng and Chen (1992a) 
Sheng (1992b) 
SJRWMD Quantify Circulation to Improve Design of Discharge from and Intake to Sheng (1992c) 
Marsh Land 
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Kathi Hammett 
USGS 
Chief Environmental Studies Section 
4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 
Tampa, FL 33614 
Tel: 813-228-2128 
ii) Lake Okeechobee Project: 
Lake Okeechobee Phosphorus Dynamics (3/1/88-9/30/92) 
Contact: Brad Jones 
South Florida Water Management District 
Supervisory Professional Water Quality Division 
Research & Planning Dept. 
3301 Gun Club Road 
West Palm Beach, FL 33416-4680 
Tel: (407) 686-6706 
iii) USEPA Project: 
Development of a General Purpose Sediment Transport Model (10/1/87-12/31/90) 
Contact: Dr. Steve McCutcheon 
Center for Exposure Assessment Modeling 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
College Station Road 
Athens, GA 30613 
Tel: 404-546-3301 
Fax: 404-546-2018 
iv) Lake Apopka Project: 
Development of a Three-Dimensional Hydrodynamic Model for Lake Apopka 
(5/5/92-6/30/93) 
Contact: Dr. David Stites 
St. Johns River Water Management District 
P.O. Box 1429 
Palatka, FL 32178-1429 
Tel: 904-329-4412 (SUNCOM 860-4412) 
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v) Indian River Lagoon Project: 
Development of a One-Dimensional Circulation/Salinity Model for IRL (1988) 
Contact: Diane Barile 
Marine Resources Council 
P.O. Box 22892 
Melbourne, FL 32902 
Tel: 407-952-0102 
Dr. Frederick Morris, III 
St. Johns River Water Management District 
P.O. Box 1429 
Palatka, FL 32078-1429 
Tel: 904-329-4357 (SUNCOM 860-4357) 
vi) Grand Bank Project: 
Modeling of Storm Induced Currents at Grand Bank (1985) 
Contact: David Szabo 
Mobil R&D Center 
P.O. Box 819047 
Dallas, TX 75381-9047 
Tel: 214-851-8347 
4. Names of Persons to be Assigned to the Project 
Dr. Y. Peter Sheng, who is a Professor in the Coastal & Oceanographic Engineering 
Department, will be the Principal Investigator of the project. He will oversee the performance 
of every phase of the project and will be personally involved in and responsible for the 
numerical modeling. He is the original developer of all his 3-D models and is very familiar with 
the details of the Tampa/Sarasota Bay model. 
Mr. J.-K. Choi, who is a senior Graduate Research Assistant and is to obtain his Ph.D. 
in 1-2 months and become a Postdoctoral Associate in the Department, will be the principal 
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modeler on this project. He has extensive background in physical oceanography and numerical 
modeling. He has acquired extensive estuarine modeling experience here and at the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook (with Dr. Donald Pritchard) and the University of 
Rhode Island (with Dr. Malcolm Spaulding). He is extremely familiar with Dr. Sheng's models, 
including the Tampa Bay model. 
Mr. Eduardo Yassuda and David Welter are both graduate research assistants in the 
Department. They have been working on the development of circulation and transport model 
and data analysis for Sarasota/Tampa Bay. Both are very familiar with the details of the Tampa 
Bay model and are also experienced with the analysis of NOS data. Both have written project 
papers on the subject of Tampa Bay circulation model and NOS data. They have also 
participated in field experiments in Sarasota Bay/Anna Maria Sound. 
Mr. Subarna Malakar, who is an Associate in Engineering in the Department, IS an 
expert on numerical modeling. He has worked on numerous federal and state funded projects 
involving numerical modeling and data analysis. 
Mr. Sidney Schofield, who is an Associate in Engineering and Director of the Coastal 
& Oceanography Laboratory, is an expert on computer systems, instrument design, and 
conducting field studies. He has been conducting the field studies in Sarasota Bay, Lake 
Apopka, and Lake Okeechobee under the general technical supervision of Dr. Sheng. 
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D. APPENDICES 
• PAPERS 
1) Numerical Computation of Three-Dimensional Circulation in Lake Erie: A 
Comparison of a Free-Surface Model and a Rigid-Lid Model 
2) Finite-Difference Models for Hydrodynamics of Lakes and Shallow Seas 
3) On Modeling Three-Dimensional Estuarine and Marine Hydrodynamics 
4) Numerical Modeling of Hydrodynamics and Salinity Transport in the Indian 
River Lagoon 
5) Evolution of a Three-Dimensional Curvilinear-Grid Hydrodynamic Model for 
Estuaries, Lakes and Coastal Waters: CH3D 
6) On Numerical Strategies of Estuarine and Coastal Modeling 
7) Development of a Three-Dimensional Hydrodynamic Model of Chesapeake Bay 
8) Three Dimensional Numerical Modeling of Tidal Circulation and Salinity 
Transport in James River Estuary 
9) A Field and Modeling Study of Fine Sediment Transport in Shallow Waters 
10) A Modeling and Field Study of Circulation and Transport in Sarasota Bay, a 
National Estuary 
11) Modeling Tidal and Wind-Driven Circulation in Sarasota and Tampa Bay 
12) Circulation and Its Effect on Water Quality in Sarasota Bay 
13) A Three-Month Simulation of Wind-Driven Circulation, Sediment Transport, 
and Phosphorus Transport in Lake Okeechobee 
14) Modeling Three-Dimensional Circulation and Sediment Transport in Lakes and 
Estuaries 
• RESUMES 
1) Y. Peter Sheng 
2) J .-K. Choi 
3) S.B. Malakar 
4) S.L. Schofield 
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